Camarilla Membership Handbook
Addendum
8/1/2006
The following additions or modifications have been made to the Camarilla
Membership Handbook by the Camarilla Council:
Resolution 20031204-01-NC
Be it resolved that for purposes of calculating loaned member class for officers
who held office prior to the release of the Membership Handbook, all calculations
shall be based upon the officer's member class as of December 1, 2003.
Resolution 20031204-02-NC
Be it resolved that the limitation expressed in the Handbook that a member may
not hold more than one position which reports to the same office applies to all
appointed offices, but not elected offices.
Resolution 20040120-01-NC
Be it resolved, effective immediately, each regional coordinator shall have the
authority to dissolve a chapter within their region.
Be it further resolved, effective immediately, the national coordinator shall have
the authority to perform the following actions:
-

-

Dissolve a domain, creating a single new independent chapter in its place
with the same boundaries as the former domain.
Dissolve a domain with chapters, converting any or all of the chapters within
the domain to independent chapters, setting temporary boundaries which
must be presented to the Camarilla Council for confirmation or modification
within 30 days.
Dissolve a chapter.

Resolution 20050123-01-NC
Be it resolved that the following FAQ be made the official interpretation of the
Camarilla Council:
How many times can I appeal?
You are allowed to appeal a decision up the chain until it is ruled upon by either
the Arbitration Board or Camarilla Council. Note that this doesn't mean that you
should; always consider carefully whether an appeal is appropriate.
The longest possible appeals chain is in the case of a decision made by a CC or
VST. They are appealed to the appropriate domain officer (DC or DST), then to
the appropriate regional officer (RC or RST) and then to the Arbitration Board.

Resolution 20051006-01-NC
The Membership Handbook shall be modified such that a member may only
receive prestige for donating blood twice in any given month, whether part of a
Camarilla blood drive or not. This modification shall be applied to awards earned
since the release of the current prestige guidelines.
Resolution 20060724-01-NC
Be it resolved that the Camarilla Council delegates authority to the NC and NSA
such that if they both agree, a member who has been found to have plagiarized
on a Camarilla ordeal or similar test (or provided their answers to another
member can plagiarize) may be barred from taking any such tests for a period of
up to one year.
Resolution 20060724-01-NC
Be it resolved that the Camarilla Council delegates authority to the NC and NSA
such that if they both agree, a member who has been found to have plagiarized
on a Camarilla ordeal or similar test (or provided their answers to another
member can plagiarize) may be barred from taking any such tests for a period of
up to one year.
Resolution 20060727-01-NC
Be it resolved that coordinators shall have the explicit authority to overturn or
modify the decisions of any coordinator within their jurisdiction.

